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João Machado: The Communicator of Beauty

João Machado  /  Design criticism  /  Ontology of design  /  Semiotics  /  Poster 

Drawing is also research. As a contribution to de-
sign criticism, this paper aims to exemplify design 
practice as a laboratory of innovation (production 
of knowledge). We based the analysis of the work 
of the graphic designer João Machado (Portugal, 
1942) on design ontology, bringing to this reflection 
questions about the nature of design research and 
of the production of knowledge in design as a po-

etic manifestation and factor of identity. Using the 
main theoretical contributions of Calvera, Flusser, 
Morris, Deleuze, Eco, Providência and Damásio and 
adopting semiotics to support the analysis of João 
Machado’s work, was an exercise that we recognized 
as a methodological opportunity for design criticism. 
We find in the general ignorance of João Machado’s 
work (who deliberately avoids social exposure) the 

opportunity for this presentation and in the quality 
of the work (awarded and published by the interna-
tional elite) the relevance of its dissemination. This 
approach confirms the argument of innovation by 
design that, by the persistence of the shapes (ideas), 
confirms the knowable style of João Machado. A style 
of aesthetic pertinence that evokes beauty in each 
poster and sign, a difference that was born by alterity. 

Introduction 
The presentation and reflection about the work of the Portu-
guese graphic designer João Machado in this 10th + 1 edition 
of icdhs International Conferences on Design History and 
Studies is a double opportunity, for international dissemina-
tion of Portuguese design and the approximation of design re-
search developed in academia to the professional practice of 
design. We find in the theme of this edition “Back to the Fu-
ture: The Future in the Past” a happy coincidence in the sense 
that we recognize in the work of this designer, especially at the 
beginning of his graphic production (previous to the vectorial 
paradigm), an anticipation of technology and in that sense, a 
manifestation of the future in the past. Aligned with the objec-
tives of the research group to which we belong, we intend to 
reconcile theory with practice in this contribution, in a critical 
expression that expands the knowledge of the discipline. 

The reading that we propose in this document first presents 
the subject of the analysis, based on a short biographical note that 
gives evidence of the international impact of the graphic work he 
produced over the last four decades. It follows with a clarification 
and position on the ontological proposal of Design as a cultural 
mediator and its manifestation from the aesthetic (author), func-
tionalist (program) and technological (technology) dimensions, 
recognizing Design as a generator of knowledge. In continuity, 
the theme of identity (repetition and difference / style and poet-
ics) is called upon and particular characteristics of research un-
veiled (production of knowledge legitimized by design practice) 
and knowledge in Design (heuristic and abductive). The method-
ology of a semiotic basis is the proposal for the analysis of one of 
the first posters of the author, followed by an interpretation of the 
evolution of his graphic work, organized chronologically and 
showing points of similarity with the production of other move-
ments and designers, internationally recognized. The limitations 
of space for this contribution do not allow for great detail in the 
analysis of the extensive work, so we assume the exploratory char-

acter of this effort. We conclude this reflection with the levels of 
response of feelings, emotions and sensations proposed by Antó-
nio Damásio for the work of the designer João Machado, since we 
find in this graphic work, constructed from emotive drawing, the 
possible application of the neuroscientist’s ideas about culture 
and humanization of rational behavior by the emotions. 

João Machado, designer 
João Machado is a Portuguese graphic designer, born in 1942 
in Coimbra and who graduated from the School of Fine Arts in 
Oporto, where he also lectured. He established a studio in 1982 
in the city of Oporto specializing in poster design and illustra-
tion. The Thames & Hudson Dictionary of Graphic Design and 
Designers (2012) characterizes the posters by the use of joyous 
colours, a playful arrangement of sharply defined geometric 
elements and bold contrasts between flat surfaces and textured 
patterns. It also acknowledges the importance of João Macha-
do’s contribution to the development of Graphic Design in Por-
tugal and, by way of example, cites his participation in poster 
biennales including Warsaw, Lahti, Brno and Colorado, as well 
as his work in the dissemination of memorable images used as 
posters to advertise a diverse range of social, cultural and polit-
ical events, such as the 1992 Rio Earth Summit and the 1998 
World Expo in Lisbon. It also notes the participation in the in-
dividual exhibition patented in Dansk Plakatmuseum in Den-
mark in 2002 and more recently we can add the invitation of 
the DDD Gallery to exhibit the posters of João Machado. He has 
seen his work published in magazines such as Graphis (award-
ed several times with the Graphis Award in the categories Gold, 
Silver and Platinum and elected to the restricted group of Gra-
phis Masters),1 Novum and Design Journal and collected nation-
al and international awards such as the 1985 National Design 
Award and the 1999 Icograda Award of Excellence. Machado was 
mentioned in 2015 by the International Poster Festival of Shen-
zen (China) as one of the 100 best designers in the world.  

[1] Retrieved from: http://p3.publico.pt/cultura/design/9624/graphis-distingue-joao-macha-
do-com-prata-ouro-e-platina (accessed on 11 June 2018).
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Despite the systematic work of João Machado and the national and interna-
tional dissemination and publication of his work, he has always opted for a 
low-profile posture, avoiding social exposure, which seems to result in a gener-
al lack of knowledge among students and designers in Portugal. It is, therefore, 
in this absence of knowledge that we find the opportunity to contribute to the 
registration of designer João Machado in the authorial reference of students and 
designers and, with some ambitious audacity on our part, with the general pub-
lic. For the academic community, we think we have found the pertinence of this 
reflection in the proposal of analysis of the work, questioning, from the ontology 
of Design and the careful observation of signs, using the three levels of knowl-
edge that semiotics presents as a possibility (Pragmatic or functional, Syntactic 
or rhetorical, Semantic or meaning).

Design practice as a laboratory of innovation (production of knowledge)
When we say drawing is also research, we recognize in the capacity of drawing, 
the anticipation of the reality and imagination (desire), resolution of problems 
(drawing) and conditioning of the future (design). As a proposal for an ontolog-
ical framework of the discipline, Providência (2012) presented Design as a cul-
tural mediator (through artifacts, devices and services) between the past and the 
future, between companies and people, between people and others, or even be-
tween things. 

This process of mediation may privilege Technology (recognizing greater 
empathy with engineering) by focusing on optimizing production and reducing 
resistance between human and machine; it may privilege the Program (empath-
ically approaching sociology), recognizing the importance of the consumer, or 
society, thus proving to be closer to management and marketing; and may priv-
ilege individual or collective Authorship, which is the same as saying the culture 
of origin (approaching art) and in this sense recognizing greater value in meta-
phor as a poetic instrument and, consequently, in the aesthetic dimension of 
Design (Providência, 2012). 

In general, Design lives over these three dimensions: technological, func-
tional and aesthetic, but it is perhaps the aesthetic dimension of Design, direct-
ed to the production of meanings through the understanding of its symbolic 
function (metaphorical) that has had less impact on research and the production 
of knowledge in Design, which is an opportunity for reflection on the work of 
João Machado that we open here. 

This work is characterized by the balanced proposal between novelty and 
repetition, easily recognizable by the systematic way that the designer creates 
new shapes and reinvents the use of the shapes already discovered. About this 
point Deleuze (in his PhD thesis, first published in 1968) speaks of difference 
and repetition as essential points for a discussion about identity or sameness. If, 
by repetition, he avoids the confrontation with change, it is also by insisting in 
a dominant chromatic range, used consciously by himself, that we can recog-
nize the João Machado style. It is in their relationship with the other (designers, 
culture, time) that he inaugurates a difference that is born by alterity. In a dou-
ble sense, the construction of difference and the understanding of difference are 
founders of the poetics of Design whose value emerges when the value of prac-
tice (functional) is naturalized and can be manifested by the innovation of 
shapes/ideas (creation of new meanings, anticipating time); aesthetically moti-
vated subjective construction (autobiographical and that humanizes the world 
through the construction of beauty), or by metaphor (attribution of a second 
destiny to things) (Providência, 2015). 

Recalling Umberto Eco, who reflects on how to make a thesis, we can say 
that the great challenge presented in research, not specifically in Design, is the 
balance of respect for science (repetition) and the production of innovation 
(difference). 

It follows from the difficulty of affirmation 
and valorization of Design as a scientific area, 
the fact that, as Calvera (2003) reminds us, 
Design manifests itself mainly by the impera-
tive of functional discourse, in solving the 
small things of everyday life. Flusser (2010) 
calls for the approach of art in everyday life 
when it recognizes that functional objects cre-
ate functionary societies. In João Machado, we 
witnessed the mythification of small things, 
configuring the cultural mediation operated 
by Design, which constitutes an ontological 
hypothesis of the discipline. 

We argue in this essay, the potentiality of 
design research deriving from the reflection 
on Design practice as production of knowl-
edge and not by the transference of theoretical 
knowledge to practice. In this sense, we fit this 
scientific effort into Research from Design. 
By approach to the philosophical interpreta-
tion of heuristic thinking (automatic and un-
conscious and therefore subject to error – here 
regarded as virtue by creative possibility) organ-
ized sequentially by three moments –search, stop 
and decision – we propose as a methodological 
possibility of the project in design and its reflec-
tion, in analogy to the photographic process, 
the sequence: developer, stop and fixer. 
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The work of João Machado  
The poster is the visual communication 
medium from which the graphic work of 
João Machado achieved the greatest pro-
jection over his more than 40 years of 
profession. It is also important to leave a 
note on the stamp design that has also 
taken place in a systematic way and that 
has earned him during this period sev-
eral national and international awards. 
There is evidence of work in the domain 
of corporate identity and editorial de-
sign, albeit with much less expression 
and, by inheriting the initial formation 
in sculpture, the author has created 
some three-dimensional artifacts that 
normally mark the individual exhibi-
tions. For a digital immersion in the 
work of João Machado we suggest a visit 
to the site https://joaomachado.com.2 

For the analysis of the work, we posi-
tion ourselves by the descriptive critical 
approach based on the personal experi-
ence of design practice and scientific 
knowledge of the research team (a junior 
designer and researcher and a designer 
and senior researcher) and not by a col-
lection and interpretation of data by sta-
tistical treatment.  

We used the Semiotic theory of the 
American philosopher Charles Morris 
(1901–1979) for the classification of 
signs and his proposal of division into 
Syntax, Semantics and Pragmatics as a 
tool for the interpretation of the poster 
designed for the commemoration of the 
International Year of the Child in 1979 
(Fig. 1) and which corresponds to one of 
the first posters of João Machado. 

At the level of Syntax (analysis of struc-
tures of meaning), or of the graphic gram-
mars used, we can say that we are before 
a structure of simple composition, sup-
ported in the geometric structure of the 
plane √2, with black frame reinforcing 
the limit of the plane and, therefore, the 
classic window suggestion as a picture. 
With the text justified to the center, in 
fine Avant Garde typography, elemental 
geometric composition evokes a formal 
rationalist expression. The image is justi-
fied to the center, with iconography repre-
senting a baby who, occupying the geo-
metric center of the plane, radiates from it 

[2] Accessed on 15, June 2018.

to the periphery. The design shows chro-
matic shades in variations from magenta 
to red, passing through yellows. The chro-
matic choice consisting of six similar flat 
tones (magenta, pink, red, yellow, pale 
black and deep black), produces a harmon-
ic effect of consonance. On the whole, the 
poster presents a simple and solid gram-
mar, of classic composition centered in an 
allegorical style, resorting to an organic 
drawing that explores baroque phytomor-
phic evocation. 

Reflecting on Semantics (analysis of 
meaning structures), or on the message 
conveyed, the image, allusive to the 
commemoration of the International 
Year of the Child (1979), recurs to fanci-
ful representation, integrating rep-
resentation of a juvenile human (baby) 
in a floral crown, as well invoking meta-
phorically the child as the center of life, 
beauty and human joy. The composition 
(iconographic, symbolic and chromatic) 
produces an empathic feeling of admira-
tion and loving protection. The poster 
seems to aim to sensitize society to the 
importance of children, producing in 
the viewer a feeling of goodness. 

Finally, through the contribution of 
Pragmatics (analysis of structures of sig-
nification), or of the means used, it is 
possible to visualize the representation 
of juxtaposed coloured and flat spots (as 
if they were elements cut by a scalpel). 
Its technical production starts from a 
manual contour drawing (closed irregu-
lar polygons) that serves as a matrix for 
the photomechanical serialization of the 
prepress, which is then reproduced by 
five direct offset impressions (without 
frame aid). The system of image produc-
tion decomposed into juxtaposed closed 
irregular polygons, results from the ar-
tisanal process of painting by airbrush 
through a stencil mask on cut paper or 
with a cotton “doll” and pastel ink, tech-
niques very common to this author who 
seems to anticipate the system of digital 
vector drawing of FreeHand and Adobe 
Illustrator applications. Since, by the 
limits of this document, the same exer-
cise for the other posters is not possible, 
we propose a visit to the designer’s work, 
chronologically guided and marked by 

the speculative identification of peer in-
fluences.

Francisco Providência (2016), invited 
to interpret the work of João Machado, 
describes, in the international context of 
graphic production, three great phases 
organized chronologically. In the 1980s 
(Fig. 2) he observes a convergence of in-
terest in Pop Art, recognizing in the 
chromatic exaltation of saturated col-
ours, preference for solid-coloured sur-
faces, juxtaposed by border lines, in 

Fig. 1 Poster for International Year of Child (1979), Secretaria 
de Estado da Cultura, Portugal (© João Machado).

Fig. 2 Poster for Theatre Performance Molly Bloom at 
National Auditorium Carlos Alberto (1982), Secretaria 
de Estado da Cultura, Portugal (© João Machado).
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We are therefore faced with work of the world, which surprises by the coherence of 
graphic grammars, where the mastery of the use of colour (referred to unanimously 
by the national and international peers) thrills and stands out as a factor of identity. 
It surprises because it maintains a minimalist aesthetic that overcomes the oscillat-
ing tendencies of the last 40 years of graphic production. It surprises because it re-
mains critical but presents an optimistic design of understanding of the world. It 
surprises because it favours the recognition of the style João Machado even contem-
plating very different influences. If by contamination of the Anglo-Saxon Pop move-
ment, we witness a constant party that brings us to a state of excitement at the begin-
ning of this graphic production, and in the latter years makes us travel in love with 
the East and by the nostalgia evoked, we are invited to remain in state of meditation. 

Conclusion. Sensations, Emotions and Feelings 
Cultural contamination motivates us to finally reflect on the concept of culture and, 
clarifies António Damásio (2017) in an alternative proposal of humanization, that our 
culture is defined by feelings. It will have been what we have been feeling for centu-
ries that has made us what we are today, so our culture is being built over a hundred 
thousand years. The author organizes three levels of response of the human: sensa-
tions, emotions and feelings. 

Sensations set off an automatic response from a primitive state of merely sensory 
dimension. In the work of João Machado it seems to be the constant chromatic repe-
tition that meets this first level and that presents itself as a sensor that identifies the 
authorship. 

The second level, of emotions, is about stimuli that correspond to memorizing 
responses that we gain from experience. It will be the emotional intelligence to con-
struct and reconstruct from a repertoire of shapes collected over time in the drawing, 
that we recognize the evidence of this level in João Machado’s work. 

Finally, the feelings correspond to a reflected response behaviour in the complex 
processing of consciousness activation. The posters of João Machado are not limited 
to responding to a program, but they surpass it, so the communicative / functional 
sense acquires a sentimental force for the desire to change the world, thus operating 

as the creator of difference. 
João Machado designs under the 

theme of beauty, “his posters are a kind 
of window that opens to meditation on 
any wall over the noise of the city [...] 
causing a state of mind of social recon-
ciliation that operates through the draw-
ing, transforming the ordinary into ex-
traordinary” (Providência, 2016: 28).

symmetries or in comic and postmod-
ernist iconographies, reminiscent of the 
work of North American Milton Glaser 
(1929–) and of the productions of the 
studio The Push Pin Graphic. 

The 1990s (Fig. 3) are described as an 
approach to Nordic Modernism by the use 
of simple and geometric visual signs, 
maintaining the use of flat and saturat-
ed colours, but privileging the autonom-
ization of the outstanding shape of the 
background by contour line or grada-
tions of colour, in asymmetrical compo-
sitions, now less dense, which present 
more abstract and enigmatic figures and 
which seem to evoke the work of Danish 
designer Per Arnoldi (1941–).  

Already in the 2000s (Fig. 4) Japanese 
Art seems to have taken the author, who 
continues the emptying of the graphic 
composition by reducing the number of 
elements represented and, consequently, 
increases the empty space that now also 
coincides with white backgrounds, there 
being a prevalence of the natural ele-
ments as objects represented, which jus-
tifies the adoption of an organic design 
with more complex forms that seem to 
present themselves as manifestations of 
a laconic rationalism, reminiscent of the 
work of Ikko Tanaka (1930–2002) or 
even Shigeo Fukuda (1932–2009). 

Fig. 4 Poster for International Year of Forests “Water for Life” 
(2011), UnknownDesign (© João Machado). 

Fig.3 Poster for Piano/Século XX Meeting (1991), Secretaria 
de Estado da Cultura, Portugal (© João Machado).
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